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Considerations

Remember: The 
app requires 
students to 
remember facts.

Understand: The 
app requires students 
to demonstrate 
understanding of a 
concept.

Apply:
The app gives students 
the opportunity to 
apply what they have 
learned.

Analyze: The app 
supports students' 
efforts to analyze 
data, content and 
concepts.

Evaluate: 
The app facilitates 
students efforts to 
evaluate information 
in a variety of media 
forms

Create: The app allows 
students to create a 
variety of products, 
demonstrating evidence 
of their learning.

Gardner's 
Multiple 

Intelligences

21st 
Century 

Upgrades

Official Scribe:
App allows students 
to take notes, 
collaboratively 
document content 
and learning in the 
classroom. App 
allows to easily 
share notes.

Collaboration 
Coordinator:
App allows students 
to communicate, 
collaborate, and 
connect with 
collaboration 
partners around the 
world.

Tutorial Designer:
App provides 
opportunity for 
students to create 
tutorials to teach 
about their areas 
of expertise and 
help classmates 
and peers.

Contributor to 
Society:
App helps students 
raise awareness, 
solve problems 
and disseminate 
findings to help 
others and make 
a difference.

Researcher:
App facilitates 
easy access to 
information to 
evaluate, analyze, 
categorize, curate, 
organize, store and 
disseminate their 
findings. 

Curriculum 
Reviewer:
App allows creation 
and dissemination 
of materials 
created to help 
peers review 
curriculum content. 

communicate

connect

create

critical thinking

Basic Literacy

Media Literacy

Digital Citizenship

The app 
supports:

collaborate

Bloom's 
Taxonomy

November's 
Digital Learning 

Farm

Global Literacy

Information Literacy

Network Literacy



The app offers options to 
import your own Images or 
videos to personalize 
content.
App facilitates 
personalized workflow.
App supports streaming 
content of own choosing
App contributes to 
organization and curation 
of User's learning

The app allows users to 
easily export or Embed their 
creation in a variety of 
formats and directly to 
various platforms (Ex. blog, 
wiki, Facebook, twitter, 
Flickr, YouTube, etc.)
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Content & Components

Curriculum 
Connections

Publishing

Personalization

based on AND ADAPTED FROM  Evaluation Rubric for iPod Apps" created by Harry WALKER 

App supports and 
practices skills and 
literacies that 
strongly connected 
to the curriculum 
content.

App offers 
flexibility to alter 
settings to meet 
students needs. App 
does not impose any 
limits to grow 
skills and creatE.

Targeted skills are 
practiced in an authentic 
format/problem based 
learning environment.

Authenticity

Differentiation



Is the app connected to a community of 
users? 

How is this community moderated?
Can access to inappropriate content be 

filtered or blocked?

Are the 
images, video 
or sound in 
the app of 
quality?

Does the app have certain 
limitations due to being a "light" 

or Free version?
(ex. length of audio recording, 
amount of projects allowed to 
create, accessibility to content, 

etc.

Do additional "packets" have to be 
purchased to have accessibility to 

full potential of app?

Does the app display inappropriate or 
distracting advertisement? Does it 

emphasis in-app purchases?

Is the app easy to use for students? 

Does the user interface support fluency 
(Work Flow)  and is it intuitive?

Is extra classroom time needed to be 
scheduled to "explain" the app before 

students can work independently?

Will students need teacher support 
during the use of the app?

Does the app allow for transferable 
skills learned from use of other apps?
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Logistics

User 
Friendliness

Advertisement

Limitations

Image & Sound 
Quality

              Does the app support                                    
management for classroom use? 

Does the app allow creation of 
combined classroom file?

Does the app facilitate easy access for 
teacher to assess student progress?

can students easily share final 
creation?

Do students need individual login names 
to be able to use the app? Can teacher 

create student identities under one 
account?

Ease of 
Management

Inappropriate 
Content Accessible



The app encourages 
and promotes 
remixing  and 

content creation.

The app allows 
imported information 

or media to be 
edited.
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Fluency

Create

Edit

Fluency is a Synonym 
of "Smoothness. 

Fluency is terms of Language 
proficiency  is comprised of the 

ability to  read, write, 
comprehend and Speak.

Fluency in creative 
thinking is seen as the 
ability to think of many 
diverse ideas quickly.

Fluency in terms of apps is comprised of the ability to smoothly move between 
tasks, such as research, import, edit, create and disseminate within the app. Does 
the app allow users to stay within the app to complete their task cycle or easily 
allow a smooth import and export to another app that supports the task?

the app allows the 
user to easily switch 
between And connect 
to information from 

outside the app.

Research

The app easily 
imports variety of 

media (text, images, 
videos, audio).

The app facilitates 
easy sharing by 

uploading, emailing and 
embedding of created 

content through a 
variety of platforms.

Disseminate

1.

Import

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Subsitution vs Transformation Model

Substitute

Augment

Modify

Amplify

based on Ruben Puentedura's SAMR Model and Alan November's  Work

Using the App is a replacement of a task 
traditionally accomplished without the iPad, 
but displays a functional improvement.

App Use is a direct replacement of a task, 
traditionally accomplished without the iPad.

Using the App allows for a significant 
task redesign.

Using the app allows for the creation and 
execution of a new task previously inconceivable. 

Using the app allows the user to build up and 
deepen skills practiced. Communication moves 
from small local audience (Teacher/
Classmates) to authentic global Audience; 
Collaboration moves from face-to-face peers 
to global peers and experts.

Ex. Math Drill App replaces Math drill worksheet.

Ex. Students use screen casting app to 
demonstrate, narrate and record the 
process of solving a math Problem.

Ex. Students Design and create video Tutorials 
intended for a global Audience and with Global 
Feedback in mind. They collaborate with peers to 
add their authentic work to a Tutorial database.

Ex. Math Drill app's video and audio engages 
students visually. different levels and 
instant feedback motivate Students. Teacher 
receives automated performance Results.  

Ex. Created screencast video is being published 
and embedded on classroom or student blog. 
Teacher and Students deliberately disseminate 
link via Global Networks.

Redefine



The app goes beyond basic problem solving to support 
imagination and creativity.
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Evidence of Learning

Design

based on conversation with Stephen Wilmarth

The app supports emphasis on Breadth of Knowledge. 

The app allows Looking for a variety of information and 
media that connects a myriad of subject areas

The app deals with Depth of Knowledge
by allowing students to develop their ideas by digging 
deeper. 

The app supports the development of skills in order to test 
and strengthen students' knowledge.

The app allows users to communicate ideas beyond 
the traditional text based or face to face method.

The app allows for transmedia presentation to a 
global audience. 

The app supports students in their own 
learning by allowing them to go beyond rote 
memorization, regurgitation and reciting.

Participation

Development

Research

Presentation



Student Workflow on iPads in your lesson
http://ictevangelist.com/?p=853

Apps Taskonomy: Digging Deeper into Application of Apps
http://balancedtech.wikispaces.com/Apps+Taskonomy

IPads in the Classroom 
http://www.schrockguide.net/ipads-in-the-classroom.html

Langwitches Posts About ipads
http://langwitches.org/blog/category/ipad/

Langwitches Diigo Bookmarks: iPads in the Classroom
http://www.diigo.com/user/langwitches/iPads_in_the_classroom

Langwitches Diigo Bookmarks: iPads
http://www.diigo.com/user/langwitches/ipads

Langwitches Google Reader iPad Bundle
http://goo.gl/9E48t



Gardner's Multiple 
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Interpersonal
Intrapersonal
Linguistical
Musical
Logical-
Mathematical
Bodily Kinesthetic
Visual Spacial

Bloom's Taxonomy

remember
Understand
Apply
Analyze
Evaluate
Create

November's Digital Learning Farm

Official Scribe
Curriculum Reviewer
Collaboration Coordinator
Tutorial Designer
Contributor to Society
Researcher

21st century Literacies

Basic Literacy
Media Literacy
Global Literacy
Network Literacy
Information Literacy
Digital Citizenship
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Interested in 
Learning More 

about Using 
iPads in the 

Classroom  ?

Take a Look at 
the 

Langwitches 
Blog for More 

Articles and 
Resources 

About

Want more 
personalized Help 

or Consulting 
Services? Contact 

GloballyConnected
Learning.com

http://globallyconnectedlearning.com

http://langwitches.org/
blog

On-Site 
Workshops~

Consultations~
Video 

Conference 
Sessions, 
Webinars, 

Conference 
Seminars, etc.

Liked The 
Resource I 

Shared? 

Silvia Rosenthal Tolisano

Find me on 
Twitter

@langwitches


